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Opportunity to have observed a case of Desmoplastic Melanoma showing a
somewhat particular clinical presentation led to the review of the literature
on the subject and offered an opportunity for some speculation about the
histogenesis of this lesion. From the examination of our case and from the
review of the literature, it emerged that the starting factor is a dedifferentiated
tumorigenic cell clone originated in a Lentigo Maligna. This clone would
be capable of triggering in the surrounding dermis as a proliferative

T

he peculiarity of the clinico-pathologic presentation of a case of
Desmoplastic Melanoma, has led to a series of considerations regarding
the histogenesis of this particular neoplasia. CASE-Male Physician 54-year
old, have long-term[from birth?], In the right deltoid region, a brown-colored
skin mole of round and dome-shaped, at net margins, with a diameter of 9
mm, unmodified over time. The Patient reports that the lesion, after minor
trauma [scratching?], has been partially removed. Following this event, after
a few days, it is subject to the removal of the residue of the neoformation.
About ten days after surgery, at the dermal site, below the suture scar,
nodularity appeared, initially attributed to a suture granuloma. The nodule
has increased rapidly, so that within a few weeks it reaches the dimensions
of 3 x 3 x 3 cm, and shows ulceration of the overlying skin. After about
eight weeks from the first operation, the Patient is subjected to the nodule’s
excision. On this occasion, it is also noticed as the presence of the right
axillary lymphadenopathy. The patient is then subjected to an expansion of
local excision and axillary lymphadenectomy.

phenomenon with the characters of a fasciitis-like PMP (Pseudosarcomatous
Myofibroblastic Proliferation) that would constitute the desmoplastic
component of the tumor. This phenomenon of the PMPs-related tumor
has been widely demonstrated to date, only in association with squamous
superficial carcinom of mucous membranes. In our case, the “fulminant”
relapse finds an explanation in the onset of a Spindle cell Postoperative
Nodule, lesion, even this one, belonging to PMPs group, characterized by
rapid onset after a surgical trauma.
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After the histological evaluation of the recurrent lesion, it proceeded to a
revision of the original lesion, and to the immunohistochemistry panel,
which was added to the antibodies SOX10, P75, FATT XIIIa.
A re-evaluation of the very small residual part of the epidermal lining, of
the original lesion, showed, at basal layer, the presence of bulky, roundish
elements, irregularly arranged, with hyperchromatic and dysmetric nuclei
(Figure 4c and 4d). Immunohistochemistry shows that these typical cells
express intensely, Hmb45, MEL A (Figure 5a-5d), SOX10, S100 (Figures
6a-6d). These elements frequently exhibit extensions between the epithelial
epidermal cells. The latter aspect is particularly evident at the level of the
annexes.
TABLE 1
A large panel of antibodies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The anatomical samples from the various surgical procedures were fixed
in formalin and paraffin embedded, stained with hematoxylin-Eosin and
Masson’s Trichrome.
A large panel of antibodies has been performed (Table 1).
Pathology
1) The sample of the first surgical intervention consists of a skin lozenge of
the size of 2 x 1 x 0.5 cm, interesting the skin and a very thin strip of the
subcutaneous tissue.
The epidermis appears to be extensively ulcerated and replaced by a band of
amorphous necrotic material (Figure 1a and 1b).
The dermis is occupied by a pleomorphic proliferation of spindled elements,
sometimes arranged in a storiform fashion (Figures 1c, 1d, 2a and 2b) and
heavy collagenized, as evidenced by a trichrome stain (Figure 2c). These
elements diffusely express vimentin and very frequently SMACT, CD68,
CD10 (Figures 2d, 3a and 3b) and focally S100 (Figure 3c and 3d). Totally
not expressed HMB45 and MEL A (Figures 4a-4d).
At first glance, a dermatofibroma diagnosis is advanced, based on the
morphological pattern that the total negativity of the specific markers for
the melanoma (MEL A, HMB45). The very rare S100-positive elements were,
initially, interpreted as dendritic cells.
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At dermal level, this further evaluation showed, mixed to cells expressing
mesenchymal antigens, atypical cells of oval shape with hyperchromatic and
dysmetric nucleus expressing intensely and diffusely SOX10 (Figure 3d) and
P75. Negative Fact XIIIa
Following the revaluation the lesion was renamed as Desmoplastic Melanoma
in Lentigo Maligna
2) The sample of the “recurrent” lesion of roundish shape and in size of 3 x
3 x 3 cm, fleshy, translucent to the pinkish section. It is covered with highly
ulcerated skin.
The tissue is made up of a slender proliferation of spindle elements, with
the elongated nucleus and weakly eosinophylic cytoplasm. The elements
tend to arrange in parallel bundles (Figure 7a). These elements are mixed
with a second cellular population, consisting of more voluminous cells, with
irregular oval hyperchromatic, and dysmetric nucleus (Figure 7b). A nonnegligible lymphoid component permeates the tissue forming on peripheral
surface follicular aggregates (Figure 7c). Trichrome staining shows only a
modest stromal collagenization (Figure 7d).

Figure 1) Original Lesion -1a-b Ulceration of epidermal lining; c-d – Dermis,
active desmoplastic proliferation of spindle cells, (E.E80 – 60X).

Figure 2) Original lesion- Dermis- a- -atypical spindle elements; b- storiform
pattern- t.E 40X, c—Heavy collagenized stroma – Masson-Trichrome stain – 40X;
d- Intense and diffuse positivity for SMACT.

Figure 3) original lesion – Dermis –a- CD68 -diffuse; b– CD10-diffuse, c-S100sporadic, d- Sox10- Diffuse. a-d- Original lesion- Strong expression of SOX 10 and
S100 in atypical melanocytes in the basal layer of epidermis.
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The two cellular populations show a different immunophenotypic profile.
The former diffusely expresses SMACT (Figure 8a), CD68 (Figure 8b), CD10
(Figure 8c and 8d) and focally Calponin; the second express focally S100
(Figure 8d), diffusely SOX10 (Figure 9a) and focally P75 (Figure 9b). LCA
decores the ymphoids aggregation, absolutely absent HMB 45 and MEL A
(Figure 9c and 9d), Ki67 is valued >30%.

Figure 4) Original lesion- Dermis- a –b – HMB 45 and Mel A : negative; c-d
–atypical elements on basal layer of epidermis.

Figure 5) Original lesion--Basal layer of epidermis. Strong expression of HMB45
and MELA.
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3) The surgical sample of axillary lymphadenectomy consists of a multi-lobed
tissue fragment about the size of 3.5 cm x 5 x 2. The section surface is of
homogeneous appearance, of pink color, translucent.
The nodal structure that virtually disappeared is preserved only in a narrow
marginal area. The remaining tissue consists of a disordered and an atypical
proliferation of spindle cells, with a hyperchromatic nucleus, sometimes
monstrous and multiple, often showing a brisk mitotic activity. No
desmoplasia is evident. The tissue is permeated by a widespread dispersion
of lymphoid elements (Figure 10a-10d). Immunohistochemistry shows
intense and widespread positivity for S100 (Figure 11a), SOX10 (Figure 11b),
negative HMB45 and MELA (Figure 11c and 11d), very sporadic for SMACT
(Figure 12a) and CD10 (Figure 12b) diffuse CD68 (Figure 12c), focale NSE
(Figure 12d).
The histopathologic diagnosis was a nodal metastases of spindle cell
melanoma -S100+, SOX10+, HMB45 and MELA negative.
Table 2a and 2b summarizes the immunophenotypic profiles of the various
lesions.

DISCUSSION
Figure 6) Original Lesion - Basal layer of epidermis- a—b- S100 Intense positivity;
c—d- SOX10 intense Positivity.

Figure 7) Recurrence – a-Spindle slender cells arranged in parallel, b -atypical
fusiform cells (&0 X) , c-- Lymphocytic infiltrate (40X), d –poor collagen
production- Masson Trichrome, (20X).

Figure 8) Recurrence- -a-Intese and diffuse positivity for SMACT (40X), bintense and diffuse positivity fo CD68 (40X), c-modest positivity for CD10, dS100 expression infrequent (60X).
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The Desmoplastic Melanoma (DM) was described for the first time in 1971 by
Conely and Coll, as a rare variant of malignant melanoma [1]. The description
of the lesion and the clinical pathology considerations drawn by the Authors
are still the most complete and exhaustive, to deserve their full citation: “That
Malignant Melanoma many assume varied histologically and the clinical
patterns are widely recognized. The lesion described here as Desmoplastic
malignant melanoma is a rare and hitherto not described variant of spindle

Figure 9) Recurrence-a- SOX10 intense and diffuse nuclear expression (60X),
b- P75 intense and focal positivity(80X), c and d–HMB45 and MEL A negative
(80X).

Figure 10) Lymphonode metastasis. a,b,c,d – Various histologic aspects of
metastatic tissue E:E:(40- 60 X).
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collagen can be produced directly by neoplastic melanocytes, as suggested by
the experimental work of Green et al. We believe that it is most important
for the practicing pathologist and surgeon to be aware of the fact that if in
the history of a stubbornly recurrent “fibroma” or “fibromatosis,” there is an
associated or antecedent inconspicuous pigmented lesion of the overlying
skin, they may well be dealing with this rare variant of malignant melanoma”.

cell melanoma; it arises from a superficial melanocytic lesion and evolves into
an aggressive, infiltrating, and potentially metastasizing tumor characterized
locally by large subcutaneous tumefactions of fibrous appearance. The
clinical and microscopic appearances of this apparently new pathologic
entity may suggest benign fibrosis, invasive fibromatosis, or fibrosarcoma.
The outcome is usually fatal, resulting from widespread dissemination”…….“We
have to conclude that this peculiar clinicopathologic sequence of events
which, starting from an inconspicuous superficial malignant melanoma
leads to an invasive and metastasizing desmoplastic spindle cell tumor with
fibromatosis-like features, is a spindle cell melanoma. The mechanism of the
fibroplasia remains unexplained. There is at least a theoretical possibility that

In addition to the original description, there are data in the presence of an
infiltration of lymphoid elements in the context of desmoplastic proliferation,
until the formation of nodular aggregates in peripheral areas [2-4]. Clinically, it
remains a fact that the lesion prefers subjects in old age, It is usually situated in
head and neck, is very often devoid of pigment and is presented as an infiltrated
hard lesion with the appearance of fibroids. Local recurrence is very frequent.
These clinical features correlating with morphological patterns have been in the
past, and today, still the cause of frequent erroneous diagnosis of neoplasias
and proliferation, usually benign of a fibrohistiocytic type.
Since the first reports have been reported, a very frequent association with
an atypical melanocytic intraepidermal component, type lentigo maligna,
considered by some precursor, and any other as a particular variety of
melanoma in situ, susceptible to evolve in the tumorigenic infiltrative
phase called lentigo maligna melanoma [5,6]. The tumorigenic component
is usually represented by a spindle cell melanoma. From the literature,
the tendency to consider DM a Spindle Cell Melanoma variant is evident
(SCM) [7,8]. Recent research, to which we will refer most widely later, would
demonstrate the clear difference between these two lesionsOf DM if they describe two variants: one called “Pure” and ‘the other
“Combined or Mixed”, when the desmoplastic component is associated with
other conventional type [9-12].
The discussion on the origin and significance of desmoplasia intersects with
that of the histogenesis of this peculiar neoplasia. From the first description,
the Authors are faced with this issue. In fact, even if in hypothetical terms,
they favored the possibility that the production of collagen would be
performed by the same neoplastic melanocytes [1]. In 1979 Valensi in an
ultrastructural research points out.” On the basis of evidence presented,
it is concluded that the cells are dedifferentiated cells of the malignant
melanoma with fibroblastic features and probably fibroblastic functions
rather than host-engendered fibrobasts in response to invasive melanoma”

Figure 11) lymphonode metastasis - a- S100 diffuse ad intense expression, b- SOX
10 diffue and intense expresion, c and d HMB45 an MEL a negative 60X).

Figure 12) Lypmhonode metastasis – a SMACT sporadic positivity, b- CD
10 sporadicpositivity, c- CD68 diffuse positivity, d- NSE sporadic positivity
(20,40,80X).

Figure 13) Differential diagnosis between DM and SCM.

TABLE 2A AND 2B
Summarizes the immunophenotypic profiles of the various lesions.
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P=Primitive, e=Epidermis, d=Dermis, R=Relapse, M=Metastasis (Table 2b).
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[13]. Subsequent research, again on the ultrastructural basis would confer
schwannian characteristics to desmoplastic cells [14]. Other authors, always
on the basis of ultrastructural research, believe that “the desmoplastic
component of these malignant melanomas derives from melanocytes have
undergone adaptive fibroplasia” [15]. Analog hypothesis, however, had
already been advanced in Conley’s report, [1]. It is now believed by most
workers that the proliferating malignant spindle cells undergo a progressive
metaplasia, with differentiation toward fibroblastic, myofibroblastic or even
schwannian cells [16].
The introduction of the immunohistochemical investigation has allowed
further progress in the knowledge of this neoplasia. Numerous publications
were dedicated to this topic [17-20].
From the literature, it is apparent that lentigo maligna may generate two
different tumorigenic cell clones: a conventional one from which originate
the lentigo maligna melanoma> Spindle cell melanoma (SCM), expressing
the specific melanocytic antigens (HMB45, MELA) characteristics of
conventional melanoma, and another, dedifferentiated, expressing only
the neuroectodermal antigens such as S100, SOX10, P75 and not those
specifically melanocytic as HMB4 and MELA. From this second clone would
originate the DM whose immunophenotypic profile is characterized by the
expression of neuroectodermal antigens and by the absence of melanocytic
markers [21-25]. This immunophenotypic anomaly, of course, contributes to
further increasing the already high risk of diagnostic error.
For the differential diagnosis between DM and SCM algorithm (Figure 13).
In the same research was highlighted Braf mutations in 31% of spindle cell
and 5% of desmoplastic melanoma, with an overall mutation frequency of
16% (n ¼ 6/38) [26].
Also reported in the desmoplastic proliferation is the presence of heterologous
elements SMACT’+, Desmin+ and CD 68+ [27-29].
The case of our observation has all the clinical, morphological, and
immunophenotypic characteristic of a pure DM, including that of not being
diagnosed at the first assessment.
In the original lesion, the intraepidermal melanocytic proliferation, of
freckled appearance, shows the immunophenotypic expressiveness of a
conventional lentigo maligna: HMB45+, MELA+, S100+, SOX10+, P75+.
The desmoplastic dermal proliferation, shows a somewhat different
immunophenotypic profile, lacking the expression of the melanocytic
markers (HMB45 and MELANA) with a widespread and intense
expressiveness of SOX10 and of modest S100. Moreover, there is presently
no negligible number of elements positive for SMACT, CD68, and CD10.
The proliferation is associated with an intense production of collagen, well
documented with Trichrome stain.
From these observations it has emerged that: the neoplastic cell clone of the
intradermal tumorigenic proliferation is immunophenotypically different
from that of the intraepidermal fraction. This cell clone is considered to
be dedifferentiated because it lacks the specific melanocytic antigens and
expresses only S100 SOX10 and P75 which are present in most of the
neurocristic derivatives. The non-neuroectodermal component has a
pleomorphic composition of mesenchymal elements who express Vimentin,
SMACT, CD10, CD68.
The morphological pattern and the immunophenotypic profile of the latter
component is overall fasciitis-like and may be compared to that of a group
of lesions that goes under the umbrella definition of “Pseudosarcomatous
Myofibroblastic Proliferations” (PMPs) [30,31], whose immunophenotypic
profile is characterized by positivity for vimentin and usually for smooth
muscle actin, muscle actin, CD10, Smooth muscle myosin, CD68 [32].
PMPs Includes the Nodular Fasciitis [33] in its various expressions
(Proliferative Fasciitis, Proliferative Myositis, and Ossificans), lesions from
time to time labelled under various designations such as Visceral Fasciitis,
Pseudosarcomatous Fibromyxoid Tumor, Spindle Cell Pseudomalignant
Proliferation, Postoperative Spindle Cell Nodule (PSCN) [34-37], and
Inflammatory Pseudotumor. The extensive nomenclature attributed to these
lesions is due to the great variability of clinical presentation, although there
are subtended morphological pattern and their immunophenotypic profile
is quite constant. These lesions most often occur in the genitourinary system
(bladder, prostate, ureter, vagina, and vulva) [38,39] but can occasionally arise
in the gastrointestinal tract or in the organs of the upper aerodigestive tract
(pharynx, larynx, nasal cavities, and mouth). Proliferations of this type have
been known for a long time, in the form of polyploid vegetations, associated
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with epithelial neoplasms, squamous type, usually in situ or superficial and
ulcerated, with preferred locations in the high aero-digestive tract, but also
in other districts. We ourselves have been for some time and on several
occasions interested in the study of this type of lesions [40-43].
In our patient, the recurrence, in the form of a small nodule at the suture
scar, was noted, about 10 days after surgery. The mass was growing rapidly
and, when it was removed about 8 weeks later, had a diameter of 3 cm,
Initially, the lesion was interpreted as a suture granuloma, which resulted in
a delay in its removal.
The morphological pattern of the recurring lesion appears somewhat
different from the primitive. The proliferated tissue is more cellularized
and much less collagenized, consisting of spindle thinner elements, with
an elongated nucleus and tend to be arranged in parallel bundles. These
cells express extensively and intensively SMACT and CD10, CD68, Desmin
and focally Calponin. Mixed with these elements are present, spindle cells,
plumper with a voluminous and hyperchromatic clearly atypic nucleus. Such
elements express S100, SOX10, P75, and CD68. This lesion, therefore is
composed of two different cell populations: a first, formed by spindle
thinner cells, not atypical, that express VIM, SMACT, CD10 and CD68,
a second substantially neoplastic constituted by atypic elements expressing
S100, SOX10, P75, CD68. Expressivity for Cd68, as well as in PMSs, is
also reported in 90% of cases of conventional melanoma and DM [44]. So
the recognition of its expressiveness in both cellular populations is entirely
compatible. Absolutely not expressed are HAMB45 and MELA.
The immunophenotypic profile of the first cell population, even in
recurrence, is characteristic of that lesion group called PMPs. For its
morphology and, primarily, for its clinical presentation should be labeled as
Spindle Cell Postoperative Nodule (PSCN)” [34]. This lesion, in fact, occurs
rapidly, on the order of a few weeks, from surgery or trauma and presents a
morphological pattern very similar to that found in our case.
Lymph node metastasis consists of a massive proliferation of spindled
elements expressing intense and diffuse S100, SOX10, and CD68. HMB45
and MELA are completely unexpressed. As well as are completely absent
elements expressing mesenchymal antigens. This confirms the non-neoplastic
nature of the desmoplastic component.
Although in our observation there are no alterations of this type, it is
appropriate at this point of the discussion to examine, albeit briefly the
phenomenon of the neurotropism that we have deliberately previously left
out.
Not long after the reporting of this morbid entity was added the finding of
its tendency to neurotropism [45]. Consisting of the tumor cell infiltration
of the nerve structures of the region. This phenomenon in literature has
been mainly used for prognostic evaluations, while it is very significant for
the purposes of an histogenetic interpretation. Beyond all argument, we just
observe the way to penetrate and be disposed of neoplastic cells around the
nerve fibers to be convinced of their neurilemma attitude. Numerous studies
have been devoted to this phenomenon with almost a unanimous conclusion
on the schwannian vocation of this cell clone [14,28,46].
In addition to these data, the literature reports a series of reports of variously
composed hybrid lesions difficult to classify: DM micking PNST, Sarcomatoid
melanoma, neural transforming melanoma, They are incomplete or poorly
defined derived from neurocrest [47-50].

CONCLUSSION
In order to draw some conclusions on the histogenesis of this Tumor, it
seems quite clear that the key process is the appearance, generated by a
lentigo maligna precursor, of a dedifferentiated, in the schwannian sense,
tumorigenic clone. This cell clone triggers, in the cutaneous dermis, a
myofobroblastic differentiation and a proliferation, PMPs type, that goes
to constitute the desmoplastic component of the tumor. PMPs- tumorrelated, has been reported multiple times in superficial ulcerated epithelial
mucosal tumors, whereas, so far, it had not been considered in relation to
melanocytic neoplasms. That this may occur, it is necessarily a factor relating
to the characteristics of the neoplastic cells. The proof of the reliability of
this statement lies in the fact that not all ulcerated superficial squamous
carcinomas give rise, in the surrounding stroma, to a pseudosarcomatous
proliferation, as not all Lentigo Maligna results in a DM, but only when it
generates a dedifferentiated tumorigenic clone.
This interpretation, based on a paraphysiologic phenomenon such as that
of the myofibroblastic paraneoplastic proliferation, is much more acceptable
than the very suggestive metaplasias of melanocytes that become fibroblasts
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and vice versa. The absence of PMP in the nodal metastases confirms the
non-neoplastic nature of the desmoplastic proliferation.
In our case, while in the primitive lesion PMP is fasciitis –like, in the
recurrence the PMP presents the clinical and morphological characteristics
of a PSCN, probably triggered by surgical trauma, if we take account of its
extremely rapid clinical presentation, as it occurs in this type of lesions.
Where to place the DM on the nosography, it is not easy. Considering it
as a simple Melanoma variant, on the basis of the data at our disposal, this
seems to be reductive. It is a complicated histogenesis tumor because it is
based on not well-defined cell clone, certainly not fully melanocytic nor
completely schwannian, capable of triggering a paraneoplastic proliferation
in the surrounding mesenchyme. It is one of those unfinished creatures of
the archipelago of neurocrest derivatives.
In our opinion, the DM is to be considered a Tumor-related Pseudo
sarcomatous (PMP), myofibroblastic proliferation, in which the tumoral
component is represented by a dedifferentiated malignant melanocytic
proliferation. Together with Lane’sTumors could constitute, within PMP, a
sub-group called PMP-TR (Tumor-Related)
These speculations have not only attempted to give a more rational
interpretation of DM histogenesis and its nosographic placement. It has also
shown that PMPs are a paraphysiological phenomenon, which if searched
and recognized, can be identified in the most varied pathological situations.
The protagonist of this phenomenon is the Myofibroblast, a strange cell not
present in healthy tissue, from the obscure origin claimed by several cell
lineages (fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, pericytes and endothelial cell)
more recently, bone marrow-derived circulating fibrocytes (BMDCF) and
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), present in various pathological
situations: reparative, reactive, paraneoplastic, neoplastic benign, and
malignant [51]. Our observation would demonstrate that PMPs–tumorrelated can also occur in other types of tumors, beyond those of the
squamous, superficial ulcerated carcinoma type, so far reported.
The study of this case, both in primary lesion and in local recurrence,
demonstrates how the clinical presentation is the result of several associated
and overlapping pathologic processes, which should be acknowledged and
evaluated for a proper management of the morbid event.
The best conclusion seems to be saying with Patterson “This entity is at high
risk for future reclassification [52].
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